The Global
Survey on
Journalism’s
Futures
An updated global survey by the
Future Today Institute about how those
working in news think about the future.
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Executive Summary
The Future Today Institute’s Global Survey on
the Future of Journalism asked people working
in news organizations how they think about
the future. Our goal was to understand what
strategies journalists use to track emerging
technology and other forces that will shape the
farther futures of journalism. The survey revisits
questions we first asked in 2017 to see whether
news organizations have changed how they plan
for the future.

Our biggest finding: People
working in journalism are very
focused on the immediate
future of news. As in 2017, we
found that very few people are
actively considering scenarios
that map out plausible futures
at the intersection of news,
technology and democracy.
Other key takeaways from
our survey of journalists include:
Thinking about the immediate future is common;
thinking about longer-term futures is not.
• 70 percent of respondents said they think daily
or several times a week about the future of their
newsroom over the next 12 months.

Near-term tactical challenges carry more
urgency for people working in news than longterm strategic questions.
• More than half of respondents ranked
“strengthening local coverage,” “improving user
experience,” and “increasing ad revenue” as the
most urgent challenges for newsrooms to
deal with.
• Only one quarter of respondents thought their
newsroom would deal with “applying AI in the
newsroom” in the next five years. About 10
percent of respondents thought their newsroom
would confront the question of “distribution in
virtual / augmented reality.”
When asked about the long-term future, people
working in news are generally positive.
• Nearly half of respondents thought the longer
term future of news (more than 5 years) would be
better or much better than the shorter term future
(less than 5 years).
• Only 30 percent of respondents thought the
longer term future of news would be worse or
much worse.
Management tools like financial planning
and strategic planning are more common in
newsrooms than strategic foresight tools
like scenario planning or research into
technology trends.

• Only 20 percent of respondents said they think
daily or several times a week about the future of
their newsroom beyond five years from now.
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To contextualize our findings, we also partnered
with Ipsos to survey 1,002 U.S. adults about their
news consumption habits and attitudes toward
the future of news.
Unsurprisingly, the general public is less engaged
with the future of news: More than half of
respondents say they think about the future of
news consumption only rarely or a few times
a month. Half of our respondents said they felt
neutral about the near-term possibilities for the
future of news over the next 1-5 years, but the
share of respondents reporting negative feelings
toward the future of news was larger than those
feeling positively (29 percent vs. 20 percent).
Other essential insights from the news
consumption survey for leaders thinking about
the future of news include:
Nearly half of respondents said that “combating
misinformation in reporting” was one of the
biggest challenges news outlets currently face.
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• The second most commonly identified challenge
was “combating bias in reporting.”
• Only 16% of respondents thought that
“generating revenue” was one of the biggest
challenges facing news outlets; only 8%
thought “developing new business models”
as a challenge.
Nearly 80 percent of respondents said they do
not currently pay for access to an online news
website, but there were stark differences across
income brackets.
• Among households reporting annual income
more than $100,000 per year, 34 percent said
they paid for online access.
• People who pay for news are much more likely to
have positive feelings about the near-term future
of news — 38 percent of respondents, compared
to only 16 percent of respondents who don’t pay
for news.
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Responses from journalists
Frequency of thinking about the future
The majority of participating journalists think about the future of their
newsrooms several times a week or more.

How often do you think about the immediate future of your newsroom (next 12 months)?
Rarely
A few times a month
Weekly
Several times a week
Daily
0%
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50%

How often do you think about the long-term future of your newsroom (10-20 years)?
Rarely
A few times a month
Weekly
Several times a week
Daily
0%
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Attitudes toward the future of news
Journalists are divided about how they felt toward the future of news.
A slightly larger share of respondents felt positively and nearly half of
respondents thought the longer term future of news (more than 5 years) would
be better or much better than the shorter term future (less than 5 years).

How do you feel about the possibilities for the near-term future of news (1-5 years)?
Very positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Very negative
0%
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How do you feel about the possibilities for the long-term future of news (10-20 years)?
Very positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Very negative
0%
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Opportunities and challenges
The most commonly reported opportunities and challenges for respondents
were short-term tactical steps.
Several participants opted to provide additional opportunities and
challenges that they spend time thinking about. Common themes included
finding more diverse audiences, retaining and paying talent and addressing a
reliance on legacy workflows.

What opportunities or challenges do you think your newsroom will
deal with in the next 12 months - 5 years?
Developing new
business models
Staff turnover
Finding a younger
audience
Improving user
experience
Increasing ad revenue
Serving non-English
speaking
Creating more video
Journalism
Creating mobile-first
experiences
Strengthening local
coverage
Creating personalized
Launching a new
subscription
Applying AI in the
newsroom
Eliminating print
Finding applications for
big data
Creating audio-first
experiences
Optimizing or launching
a paywall
Distribution in virtual /
augmented
0%
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What are the limitations of your current business model?
The most common responses included concerns about the
fragility of ad-supported revenue streams and the viability of
legacy distribution platforms like print and terrestrial radio.
Selected excerpts from free response answers:

We’re doubling down on print and
I fear the opportunity cost is our
digital product.

“

“

“

“

Execs responsible for subscription
strategy are too reliant on tactics
that worked 10-15 years ago. The market is
different, and so is the audience.

Nonprofit model makes coverage more
responsive to donor desires/moods.
Doing something more radical editorially
creates financial risk.
[Our business model] relies on paying
young journalists $5k below market rate
for the area. It leads to a lot of turnover.

What worries you the most about the long-term
future of the news media business?
The most common responses included concerns about trust in
media broadly, the ability to recruit and retain journalists and
the ability to serve audience needs.
Selected excerpts from free response answers:

“
“

We’re not being creative enough.

Lack of technical resources that are
able to focus on simplification of
production and distribution. Product, design
and Engineering teams are dwindling in
newsrooms and those who are growing
are being treated as more of a service
department than a strategic necessity. News
organizations also need to start caring more
about what their audience thinks than what
their industry peers think. My hope is that we
can disrupt ourselves before something else
comes along and disrupts journalism for us.
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“

I am worried about the diversion of
our efforts toward fact-checking or
otherwise monitoring the social media
platforms…I think this work fractures our
effort, sullies our reputation and leaves us
holding some of the responsibility for the
terrible information system on the platforms.

“

An aversion to breaking from
norms that did not [serve] audiences
or our industry.
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Responses from
the general public
News consumption
Even as news organizations have invested in
digital experiences, TV remains the most common
distribution channel for consumers to get their
information. The largest share of respondents —
35 percent — said that local TV news
was the “most enjoyable [way] to
consume” the news and nearly half of respondents
said they regularly watch local TV news.

35%

>10%

Less than 10 percent of
respondents said they regularly
consume a news podcast or a daily newsletter.
This data suggests news organizations either have
substantial unmet demand for their emerging
product portfolio or that their investments to-date
are not meeting audience needs.

Which of the following types of news do you consume regularly?
Local TV news
Broadcast TV news
Cable TV news
Online news, from a national
news website
Online news, from a local
news website
Online news, from a cable
news source
News / Talk radio
Print news, from a local
newspaper
A morning / daily newsletter
that is emailed to you
Print news, from a national
newspaper
A news podcast
None of the above
0%
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Attitudes toward the media
Skepticism of the mainstream media is widespread.

57%

44%

60%

More than half of
respondents — 57
percent — agree that the
mainstream media is more
interested in making money
than telling the truth.

Fewer than half — 44
percent — agree that their
community is covered well
by the news media.

Of particular concern for
news leaders who want to
go all-in on a subscription
strategy, nearly 60 percent
of respondents say they
only read or consume news
they can access for free.
That is true across income
brackets.
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Next Steps
The data in this report should help media leaders
understand how the future is perceived by people
working in news and the general public. That
understanding is only a first step, however, to building
better strategies for a vibrant and sustainable future of
journalism.
The data suggest people working in journalism
are overly focused on the present. To address that, news
organizations might push to incorporate questions
about the future into their strategic planning process.
Some questions for news executives to
consider include:
How will trust in media impact the future of
subscription offerings? Of our community?
Of our society?
1

How does the success or failure of content
monetization inform our strategy?
2

How will our employees and customers find
information in the future?
3

4

How will emerging technologies change the ability
of our journalists to report the news? What new skills will
our employees need to function effectively?
What assumptions does our strategic planning
process make about the future of technology? The
future of the economy?
5

Another way to push for a deeper understanding of the
future is by tracking signals and trends in the present.
The Future Today Institute’s annual trend report offers
a deep-dive into that process. You can download the
annual report at futuretodayinstitute.com/trends.
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Methodology
The Future Today Institute conducted a series
of online surveys from October 25, 2021 February 8, 2022. Participants were recruited
through journalism associations, including: the
International Center for Journalists and the Online
News Association. Participants were also solicited
via FTI’s social media accounts and via our email
distribution lists. Some participants were solicited
directly by email.
This study was described as a survey about how
journalists think about the future. As such, it is
possible that those participating did so because
they, themselves, are interested about the future.
We did not use a control group.
Eligible participants were required to be
currently or very recently working within a
news organization, which we defined as “any
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organization that is engaged, full time, in the
collection and distribution of news content.”
University or academic newsrooms were not
included in this survey. We defined “very recently”
as “within the past 24 months.”
We intentionally sought responses from
workers serving in a broad variety of roles
within news organizations, which included
newsroom journalists, those working specifically
in technology, and those staff working in
management and other business-side roles.
Our report also includes results from an
Ipsos survey of 1,002 U.S. adults. That survey
was conducted between February 25 and
February 28, 2022. See Ipsos.com/en-us for full
methodology and results.
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About the
Future Today Institute
Founded in 2006, the Future Today Institute
researches, models and prototypes future risk
and opportunity.
As the leading strategic foresight and futurology
management consultants to executive leadership
teams worldwide, FTI’s data-driven applied
research reveals trends and calculates how they
will disrupt business, government and society.
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Together with our clients and partners, FTI is
helping leaders achieve their preferred futures.
Our pioneering, data-driven forecasting
methodology and tools empower leaders to make
better decisions about the future, today.
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Author: Sam Guzik
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